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Prometheus Unbound by ~Raventhird



When Prometheus stole fire from 
heaven, Zeus took vengeance by 
presenting Pandora to Epimetheus, 
Prometheus' brother. With her, Pandora 
was given a beautiful container – with 
instructions not to open it under any 
circumstance. Impelled by her curiosity 
(given to her by the gods), Pandora 
opened it, and all evil contained therein 
escaped and spread over the earth. She 
hastened to close the container, but the 
whole contents had escaped, except for 
one thing that lay at the bottom – the 
Spirit of Hope named Elpis.

-Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia



http://gearcrave.com/2011-03-14/insight-bulb-has-a-brain/

…Most vertebrate species devote 
between 2% and 8% of basal 
metabolism to the brain. In 
primates, however, the fraction is 
much higher—in humans it rises 
to 20–25%...

- Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia -



http://mobile.brothersoft.com/6808.html

How green and intelligent are intelligent green buildings?



"The first law (of thermodynamics) observes that the 
internal energy of an isolated system obeys the principle 
of conservation of energy, which states that energy can 

be transformed (changed from one form to another), but 
cannot be created or destroyed." 

- Wikipedia -



"The second law (of thermodynamics) is an observation 
of the fact that over time, differences in temperature, 
pressure, and chemical potential tend to even out in a 
physical system that is isolated from the outside world. 

Entropy is a measure of how much this process has 
progressed. The entropy of an isolated system that is not 
in equilibrium tends to increase over time, approaching a 

maximum value at equilibrium." 

- Wikipedia -



Does Maxwell's demon reverse the direction of time?



http://thoughtsworld.com/fireplace http://ocj.com/2011/04/earth-day-principles-apply-every-day-on-
farms/
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Is IT the end? 



“A mathematical theory of communication”
Claude Shannon, 1948, 
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Information 
is not the quantity or quality of

message,
meaning,
or data.

It is the uncertainty 
for unclosing the message.



Intelligence has 
something to do with 

the amount of message 
or data that we process 

for information.



How is it intelligent?

• Multi-functional device that perceives the tim
e, weather temperature, solar radiation, moist
ure, and rain

• Converts remote signal to visual and tangible 
output with an immersive interface

• Without manual operation





Lessons from the nature

http://imaginationlane.blogspot.tw/p/imaginative-traveler.html



A green building that has never been awarded

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Territory

Tens of thousands habitants
outdoors 5 – 40°C
indoors 16 - 24°C

no electricity
no fuel
no see

construction document



http://www.truk.com/art/sydney/2002
0716_topEnd/275/lf_termiteCathedral
MoundKat.jpg



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Igloos.jpg



The end

Thanks
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